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Recover Data from CCTV DVRs Quickly and Easily!
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Time Savings

Missing Password?

Easy to Use

Non-Functioning DVR?

1. Remove
the hard
drive from
the DVR
Using the DVR to export video can take
upwards of 3 weeks on some systems. With
only a few clicks, DVR Examiner allows you to
retrieve video from the DVR hard drive directly.
This forensically sound workflow saves you
and your agency the headache of manually
exporting video to flash drives or CDs!

2. Connect the
DVR hard drive
to a computer
with a writeblocker

“Our backlog
in DVR cases
has substantially
diminished thanks
to DVR Examiner”

3. Scan
with DVR
Examiner

-Inv. Edith Santos
Dallas County DA’s Office

“DVR Examiner is
a real time saver,
easy to use, and they
are always pushing
out new updates.”
-Rocky Mountain
Information Network
(RMIN)

Need a write-blocker?

4. Preview
and export
your data!

DME Forensics offers the full line
of WiebeTech forensic hardware,
including our favorite-the Forensic
UltraDock v5. Contact us to learn about
the DVR Examiner + UltraDock bundle!

Tired of having to guess or track
down DVR passwords? By working
from the DVR hard drive directly,
DVR Examiner eliminates the need
for any passwords or menus.

“The circuit board was damaged in
the fire, but the hard drive and its data
were intact ... DVR Examiner recovered
all the video files and presented
them in a highly organized report”
-Massachusetts Law Enforcement Agency

“... a Swann DVR ... was
password protected and no
password was available for it.
Wouldn’t you know it, he plugged
it into DVR Examiner and was
immediately able to retrieve video
from the DVR’s hard drive.”
-Canadian Law Enforcement Agency

Was your DVR was toasted in an arson?
Destroyed by a subject? Just seen
better days? If the hard drive works,
DVR Examiner can recover the data.
Hard drive not working? We can help!
Contact us and we can evaluate the
options available for your situation.

Supports models from:

ADT | AVTECH | NIGHT OWL | CIB | COP-USA | UNBRANDED/UNKNOWN | ELECCCTV | EVERFOCUS | GANZ | GEN IV | LT SECURITY | HIKVISION | LILIN
LOREX | MASE | Q-SEE | RAYSHARP | SAMSUNG | SPECO | ATVIDEO | SWANN | VERAZ | GE | VONNIC | COM SEC | DIGIMERGE | EPCOM | ZMODO ...and more!
For a full list of supported models visit http://dmeforensics.com/dvrexaminer

Visit http://dmeforensics.com/dvrexaminer for more details and to try it yourself!
Contact

contact@dmeforensics.com
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1-800-413-0363
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http://dmeforensics.com

All trademarks and copyrights contained in this flyer are owned by their respective trademark and copyright holders and
their use does not indicate sponsorship or support of DME Forensics.
Developed by

What is DVR Examiner?
DVR Examiner is a software solution for acquiring video and metadata
from CCTV DVRs in a forensically sound manner. Whether in the
field or in the lab, DVR Examiner allows law enforcement and other
forensic professionals to bypass DVR passwords and archaic menus
to quickly extract evidence from the DVR hard drive directly.

DVR Examiner User
Certification Course
D

Start your
Free 30-Day Trial

Examine
VR
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*Windows 7 64-bit or later required
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DVR Examiner
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Want to try it yourself?

S
IED U

Want to become an expert
on all things DVR Examiner?
Our 3-day DVR Examiner User
Certification course will allow
you to get the most out of DVR
Examiner, including extra tips
and advanced use cases. You
will also get a glimpse of what
is going on under the hood to
prepare for testimony in court.

http://dmeforensics.com/dvrexaminer
“DVR Examiner not only recovered the video, but was
able to identify an adjustment in the frame rates and
provide crucial date and time stamps. Without DVR
Examiner, this case would not have proceeded forward.”
-Det. Michael Chavez - Monroe Police Department

Supports makes from ADT to Zmodo!
All trademarks and copyrights contained in this flyer are owned by their respective trademark and copyright holders and their use
does not indicate sponsorship or support of DME Forensics.
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